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Researchers commonly employ observational methods, in which partners discuss topics of concern to
them, to test gender differences and other within-couple differences in couple conflict behavior. We
describe a previously unidentified assumption upon which statistical tests in these observational studies
are frequently reliant: whether each partner is more concerned or dissatisfied with the topic selected for
them than the partner is. We term this the relative importance assumption and show that common
procedures for selecting conflict discussion topics can lead to widespread violations of the assumption in
empirical studies. Study 1 conducts a systematic review of the literature and finds that few existing
studies ensure relative importance is met. Study 2 uses two empirical samples to estimate how often
relative importance is violated when not ensured, finding it is violated in one third of interaction tasks.
Study 3 examines the potential consequences of violating the relative importance assumption when
testing within-couple differences in observed behavior, focusing on gender differences in the demand/
withdraw pattern. Results show that these tests were profoundly impacted by violations of relative
importance. In light of these violations, we conduct a more rigorous test of demand/withdraw theories
and clarify previously inconsistent results in the literature. We recommend explicit consideration of
relative importance for studies testing within-couple effects, provide methodological recommendations
for selecting topics in future studies, and discuss implications for clinical practice.
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Observational methods are commonly used to understand gen-
der differences and other within-couple differences in couple
conflict behavior. These methods have been essential tools for
understanding behavior in intimate relationships, especially for
identifying and explaining gender differences (e.g., Heavey,
Layne, & Christensen, 1993). The selection of conversation topics
has previously been identified as an important, but at times un-
derappreciated, decision that can impact conclusions drawn from
observational studies, such as the positivity or negativity of an
interaction or the impact of gender (Heyman, 2001). The present

investigation builds on this work by describing a previously un-
identified assumption upon which statistical tests of within-couple
variables are often dependent: that each partner is more dissatisfied
about their chosen topic than the other partner is about that same
topic. In a systematic literature review and two empirical studies
with 182 couples, we a) explore how frequently the literature
presently attends to this issue, b) estimate how often the assump-
tion may be violated when not attended to, c) show how assump-
tion violations can impact the validity of study results for tests of
within-couple variables, and d) in light of assumption violations,
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revisit previously inconsistent results regarding three competing
theories for an important marital interaction pattern. We close with
methodological and reporting recommendations for future re-
search.

Topic Selection in Observational Studies of Couple
Conflict Behavior

Selecting topics for partners to discuss is a key step in obser-
vational studies of intimate relationships. Studies about conflict
may ask partners to discuss an unresolved relationship issue to
elicit conflict behaviors (e.g., Gordon & Chen, 2016), whereas
studies about social support might ask partners to discuss an aspect
of themselves they want to change to elicit supportive behaviors
(e.g., Girme, Overall, Simpson, & Fletcher, 2015). Along with
deciding how to select the specific topics, researchers must also
decide the number of discussion topics. Focusing on conflict,
studies commonly ask partners to discuss either one, jointly de-
cided topic (e.g., Lemay, 2014) or two topics, one for each partner
(e.g., Heavey et al., 1993). Selecting two topics is advantageous by
allowing each partner to discuss an issue of interest to them and is
grounded in conceptual models suggesting behavior differs ac-
cording to who raised the topic or how important the topic is to
each partner (e.g., Heavey et al., 1993), and thus has been recom-
mended over single-topic designs (Heyman, 2001). Using two
topics in combination with added procedural control, such as
randomizing and counterbalancing the order of conversation top-
ics, also allows researchers to go beyond simple observation by
unpacking the possible causes or drivers of behaviors that vary
according to which spouse has selected the topic for discussion
(e.g., Heavey et al., 1993).

However, when within-couple differences are of interest, statistical
tests of their impact on behavior depend on a critical, previously
overlooked assumption, which we term the relative importance as-
sumption of the conflict interaction paradigm. Within-couple differ-
ences are those such as gender differences in mixed-gender couples
(Heavey et al., 1993), culture in intercultural couples (Hiew, Halford,
van de Vijver, & Liu, 2016), desire for change (Heyman, Hunt-
Martorano, Malik, & Slep, 2009), income or employment differ-
ences (Cohen & Levin, 2012), or power (Sagrestano, Heavey, &
Christensen, 1999). The relative importance assumption is that
each partner is more dissatisfied with or wants more change about
their topic than the other partner does about the topic. This as-
sumption’s importance is derived from the fact that whose topic is
being discussed is a distinguishing factor, much like Kenny’s
description of distinguishable (vs. indistinguishable) dyads
(Kenny, Kashy, & Cook, 2006). Distinguishable dyads are those in
which members can be identified by a characteristic that differs
within the dyad (e.g., gender in mixed-gender couples), whereas
indistinguishable dyads have no such characteristic (e.g., gender in
same-gender couples). However, conceptual distinguishability is
not sufficient; distinguishability must also be established statisti-
cally (Kenny et al., 2006). When indistinguishable dyads are
treated as distinguishable, estimates of associations can vary based
on arbitrary group-assignment decisions (Woody & Sadler, 2005),
biasing statistical results.

In two-topic designs, the distinguishing factor is which partner
is more dissatisfied about the topic being discussed. If the relative
importance assumption is not met in these designs, the topics

become indistinguishable because one partner may be more dis-
satisfied about both topics. In this case, effects of topic become
experimentally confounded with other variables, such as gender.
For example, a finding that women enact more demanding behav-
iors than men during conflict (e.g., Christensen & Heavey, 1990)
could be due to gender differences in demanding (i.e., a true
gender effect), or it could be because the female partners were
more invested in both discussion topics that were selected (i.e., a
topic effect disguised as a gender effect). If this were the case, our
understanding about the causes of some marital conflict behaviors,
such as gender differences in the demand/withdraw pattern (de-
scribed in Study 3), may be inaccurate.

Unfortunately, common procedures, even those consistent with
recommendations (Heyman, 2001), do not ensure that relative
importance is met. Doing so would require comparing ratings
across partners to ensure that partner 1’s topic is rated higher by
partner 1 than by partner 2, and vice versa for partner 2’s topic.
However, procedures typically allow partners to select their own
topic, or they compare topics only within a person to choose each
person’s highest-rated topic.1 As shown in Figure 1, this procedure
allows for one partner to be more dissatisfied with both topics,
violating relative importance. In this example, both partners are
assigned their top-rated topics: “having interesting conversations”
for the husband and “handling family finances” for the wife.
However, the wife, who is more dissatisfied overall, ends up more
dissatisfied with both topics to be discussed. A related problem
emerges for single-conflict studies, which typically select topics by
choosing the topic with the highest cumulative disagreement
across both partners (e.g., Crenshaw, Leo, & Baucom, 2019) or by
asking the couple to jointly decide on a topic (e.g., Lemay, 2014,
Study 1). Neither procedure ensures the topic is of equal interest to
both partners. If one partner is more dissatisfied with the issue,
topic effects become confounded with other effects, like gender
(Stanley, Bradbury, & Markman, 2000).

Present Studies

The present investigation is comprised of three parts. Study 1
conducts a systematic review of the literature to identify how often
observational studies of romantic partners attend to the issue of
relative importance of topics. Study 2 estimates how often relative
importance is violated when it is not ensured, and how often a
related problem emerges in single-conflict studies. Study 3 tests if
and to what extent relative importance assumption violations im-
pact tests of within-couple differences in behavior, using gender
differences in the demand/withdraw (D/W; Christensen & Heavey,
1990) interaction as an illustration. Study 3 also revisits three
competing theories about the drivers of D/W behavior in light of

1 An additional criterion used by some (B. Baucom et al., 2010; Heavey
et al., 1993; Holtzworth-Munroe et al., 1998) is to require that selected
topics are similarly rated (within 1 or 2 points) by their respective chooser.
For example, if partner 1 rates their top topic a 7 (completely dissatisfied),
they can only be assigned that topic if partner 2 also rates their top topic a
6 or 7. If that criterion is not met, the experimenter chooses a lower-rated
topic until each person rates their topic similarly to the other. We reason
that this procedure should reduce the number of relative importance as-
sumption violations, but it does not ensure the assumption is met, and is
unlikely to eliminate violations. Violations can still occur, for example,
when one partner rates multiple topics the highest, and the other partner’s
top topic is also one of those topics.
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assumption violations to clarify previously inconsistent results.
Study materials can be found at https://osf.io/gdp3e/.

Study 1

The literature review focused on observational behavioral re-
search of couple communication published between 2013 and
2019 in five major journals that commonly publish romantic
relationship research: Journal of Personality and Social Psychol-
ogy, Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, Journal of
Family Psychology, Personal Relationships, and Family Process.
We performed a keyword and abstract search in PsycINFO using
the following terms: observational coding, behavior, discussion,
conflict, support, interaction, communication, couples, marital,
and marriage. Inclusion criteria were that the study coded observ-
able behavior of one or more structured conflict discussions from
video- or audio-recordings involving only romantic dyads2 (i.e.,
excluding families and couple therapy sessions). For multistudy
papers, we examined only the first study meeting criteria to avoid
biasing results with multiple studies within a paper that are likely
to use similar methods. We note when studies from different
publications appeared to use the same sample and conversation(s)
to avoid double counting.

The first author extracted the following information from each
study: 1) number of structured conflict discussions; 2) for studies
using the two-topic conflict paradigm, whether procedures ensured
relative importance was met (i.e., compared both self and partner
ratings of each topic to ensure the topic chooser was more dissat-
isfied or wanted more change); and, 3) for studies using a single
conflict interaction, whether topic selection ensured the topic was
equally important to both partners (i.e., compared partners’ ratings
to ensure the selected topic was equally rated by both partners).
We anticipated that studies would rarely ensure the assumption is
met, but otherwise approached Study 1 in an exploratory manner.

In total, 49 studies met eligibility criteria (see Table A1 in online
supplemental material for included studies and their classification).
Fourteen studies (10 unique samples) used the two-topic conflict
interaction paradigm, and only one (Jayamaha, Antonellis, &
Overall, 2016 [Study 3]) of the unique samples ensured relative
importance. Thirty-four (26 unique) used a single conflict interac-

tion, and only one (Weldon, Schermerhorn, & Stickle, 2019)
ensured the topic was of equal dissatisfaction to both partners. This
review intended only to identify how often relative importance was
considered, not whether study conclusions rely on these condi-
tions, so this is not a critique of these studies. Instead, these results
indicate that relative importance (and its analog in single-conflict
studies) has been overlooked by most of the existing literature.

Study 2

Using two empirical samples, Study 2 estimated how often
relative importance is violated when it is not ensured and how
often topics in a single-conflict study are rated unequally by
partners. Study 2 was conducted in an exploratory manner.

Method

Participants. Sample 1 includes 134 married, severely and
stably distressed heterosexual couples from a randomized clinical
trial of behavioral couple therapies Christensen et al. (2004).
Participants self-identified as Caucasian (77.6%), African Ameri-
can (7.5%), Latinx (5.2%), Asian/Pacific Islander (5.3%), or Na-
tive American/Alaskan (0.4%). Mean age was 43.5 years (SD �
8.7) for men and 41.6 years (SD � 8.6) for women. Mean rela-
tionship satisfaction on the Dyadic Adjustment Scale (Spanier,
1976) was 84.5 (SD � 15.0) for men and 84.7 (SD � 14.0) for
women, below the clinical distress cutoff of 97.5.

Sample 2 includes 48 cohabiting community couples who were
either monogamously dating for at least one year or married for
less than two years. Recruitment was stratified to obtain a range of
relationship functioning (for details, see Crenshaw et al., 2019).
Participants self-identified as White (76%), Asian (11.5%), Native
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander (2.1%), American Indian or Alaska Na-
tive (1%), or declined to answer (9.4%). An additional 11 partic-
ipants (11.5%) identified as Hispanic. Forty-six couples were
mixed-gender and two were same gender. Mean age was 26.2

2 The literature search was also performed without restriction to conflict
interactions. Those interested may contact the first author for this list of
studies.

Figure 1. Example subset of a questionnaire used to select conversation topics (Heavey et al., 1995). The
common method for selecting topics would assign “having interesting conversations” to the husband and
“handling family finances” to the wife. However, in fact, the wife is more dissatisfied than the husband about
both of these topics. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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years (SD � 4.2) for men and 24.7 years (SD � 3.5) for women,
and mean relationship satisfaction was 67.3 (SD � 10.6) for men
and 64.2 (SD � 17.5) for women on the CSI-16 (Funk & Rogge,
2007), above the clinical distress cutoff of 51.5.

Procedure. In Sample 1, couples completed a 2 to 3-hr lab-
oratory session prior to beginning therapy, and we focus on two
conflict discussions from this session. To prepare for the discus-
sions, each partner individually rated their dissatisfaction with
aspects of the relationship on the Problem Areas Questionnaire
(PAQ; Heavey, Christensen, & Malamuth, 1995). Experimenters
selected each partner’s highest rated issue to be their issue to
discuss in one of two, 10-min discussions. If both partners rated
the same topic the highest, the topic was selected for the person
whose conversation was first. Order of conflict discussions was
randomized and counterbalanced.

In Sample 2, couples completed a 3-hr laboratory session that
included one 10-min conflict discussion. To choose the topic, each
partner completed the PAQ and the experimenter chose the topic
with the highest cumulative dissatisfaction across both partners. If
two or more topics were tied, the topic more equally rated across
partners was selected. Any remaining ties were resolved by asking
the couple to choose among the tied topics. All procedures were
IRB approved, at the University of California, Los Angeles and the
University of Washington (Sample 1) and the University of Utah
(Sample 2).

Measures. All participants rated their dissatisfaction about 21
common areas of disagreement in romantic relationships (plus two
optional write-in topics) on a 7-item Likert scale, from “com-
pletely dissatisfied” to “completely satisfied” using the Problem
Areas Questionnaire (PAQ; Heavey et al., 1995). Higher scores
represent more dissatisfaction.

Results and Discussion

In Sample 1, relative importance was considered met if the topic
“chooser” (the person for whom a topic is selected)3 was more
dissatisfied about the topic than the partner, slightly violated if
chooser and partner were equally dissatisfied, or severely violated
if the chooser was less dissatisfied. Although Sample 2 included
only one conflict discussion, we emulated the selection of two
topics in this sample in a way highly similar to Sample 1 to obtain
a second estimate of violation frequency (see the online supple-
mental material for details and see https://osf.io/gdp3e/ for full
annotated Stata code for this procedure). Finally, we compared
ratings for the single topic that was really discussed in Sample 2 to
determine how often it was unequally rated.

In Sample 1, when participants discussed a write-in topic (6% of
conversations), partner ratings were missing, preventing classifi-
cation. Shown Table A2 of the online supplemental material, 167
(66%) of the remaining conversations met relative importance, 48
(19%) slightly violated it, and 38 (15%) severely violated it. In
Sample 2, 66 (69%) met relative importance, 18 (19%) slightly
violated it, and 12 (13%) severely violated it. Violations did not
significantly differ by topic in Sample 1 (Odds Ratio [OR] � 1.19,
p � .509), but were significantly more likely in men’s (vs. wom-
en’s) topics in Sample 2 (OR � 5.08, p � .008). In Sample 2, for
the single conversation, partners were equally dissatisfied about
the topic in 10 (21%) couples, the woman was more dissatisfied in
26 (54%) couples, the man was more dissatisfied in 10 (21%)

couples, and the two same-gender couples (4%) rated the topics
differently but could not be compared by gender.

In summary, results were consistent across both samples in
finding that relative importance was violated in one third of
conversations when not ensured, and there was mixed evidence
that violations were more likely in men’s topics. For single conflict
discussions, female partners were typically more dissatisfied with
the topics. Considered in the context of results from Study 1, these
findings suggest it is probable that the relative importance assump-
tion is violated in a large proportion of the literature. They also
suggest that, often despite researcher intentions, jointly selected
single-topic conflict discussions are typically of greater dissatis-
faction to the woman in mixed-gender couples. This pattern is
consistent with past research that finds women typically desire
more change in mixed-gender relationships (e.g., Heyman et al.,
2009).

Study 3

Method

Study 3 tested whether relative importance assumption viola-
tions observed in Study 2 impact results for within-couple tests of
behavior, focusing on gender differences in D/W, and clarified
previously inconsistent results for three theories of D/W. D/W is a
behavior pattern in which one member of a couple nags, com-
plains, criticizes, or otherwise attempts to create change in the
other partner, while the other partner avoids or withdraws from the
interaction (Christensen & Heavey, 1990). Higher levels of D/W
are associated with myriad negative relationship and individual
outcomes, including poor marital adjustment and satisfaction, di-
vorce, infidelity, intimate partner violence, depression, anxiety,
and alcoholism (Schrodt, Witt, & Shimkowski, 2014). Moreover,
D/W plays a crucial role in theoretical models of the course of
relationship distress and is often a principal target in couple
therapy (e.g., Christensen et al., in press).

Three classes of theories have been proposed to explain vari-
ability in D/W behavior. Individual differences theories suggest
that stable differences between men and women drive D/W be-
havior (Heavey et al., 1993), either due to gender role socialization
or differences in physiological reactivity to conflict (see Holley,
Sturm, & Levenson, 2010), leading women to engage in demand-
ing behaviors to nurture intimacy or improve the relationship and
men to withdraw to maintain independence or avoid conflict. The
conflict structure theory argues that D/W is determined by the
partner who most wants change (the demander) being dependent
on the other partner (the withdrawer) to grant the desired change
(Heavey et al., 1993). This theory argues that D/W roles and
behaviors change fluidly depending on the topic, and roles can
switch entirely from one topic to the next. Finally, social structure
theory is similar to conflict structure in that interest in the partic-
ular topic drives D/W behavior. However, social structure argues
that, due to power differentials in society, men are abler than

3 We use this terminology for ease of communication. However, in line
with Heyman’s (2001) recommendations, the experimenter in these studies
ultimately selected the topics based on questionnaire responses, rather than
the couple.
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women to structure relationships to their wishes (see Holley et al.,
2010). Men therefore tend to be more satisfied with the status quo
and seek to preserve it (e.g., by withdrawing from change conver-
sations), whereas women tend to be less satisfied with the status
quo and seek to change it (e.g., by making requests or demands).

Outlined in Figure 2, the three theories imply specific predic-
tions for how D/W behavior is related to gender and whose topic
is being discussed. Individual differences predicts that D/W should
be stable regardless of the topic (Figure 2, panel A; Heavey et al.,
1993). Conflict structure and social structure predict that D/W
should vary by the specific topic under discussion, with D/W roles
switching entirely based on the topic in conflict structure (“cross”
pattern; Figure 2, panel B), and only partially in social structure
(“pinch” pattern; Figure 2, panel C). Integral to conflict structure
is that each person demands more and withdraws less than the
partner during their own topic, known as D/W Polarization. A
combination of conflict structure and social structure is a
“cross�pinch” pattern, in which D/W roles change by topic, but
the change is less pronounced in the man’s topic (Figure 2, panel
D). Several studies testing these theories with the two-topic inter-
action paradigm find that D/W indeed changes across topics, such
that partners demand more and withdraw less during their own
topic compared with the partner’s topic and significant D/W po-
larization occurs in the woman’s topic (woman-demand/man-with-
draw � man-demand/woman-withdraw). However, only some
studies find significant D/W polarization in the man’s topic (Chris-
tensen & Heavey, 1990; Holtzworth-Munroe, Smutzler, & Stuart,
1998; Klinetob & Smith, 1996), while others do not (B. Baucom,
McFarland, & Christensen, 2010; Heavey et al., 1993).

One significant limitation of this research relates to the relative
importance assumption. When testing the effect of gender, topic,
and their interaction on D/W behavior, evidence for individual
differences rests on the gender main effect absent a topic by gender
interaction. Evidence for conflict structure rests on the interaction
and the presence of D/W polarization during both partner’s topics.
Finally, evidence for social structure rests on the interaction and
the presence of polarization during the woman’s topic, but not

during the man’s topic. However, topics become indistinguishable
when the relative importance assumption is not met, causing
gender and topic effects to be confounded. Consequently, conver-
sations that violate relative importance cannot be used to test these
theories, and their inclusion is likely to bias results.

Study 3 tested the effect of relative importance violations on the
associations between gender, topic, and observed D/W behavior to
identify if and to what extent these violations bias theoretical tests.
We predict that the three key tests of conflict structure—the
topic�gender interaction and D/W polarization during each topic—
will be significantly smaller when the assumption is violated. We
also predict that, consistent with conflict- and social structure
theories, greater dissatisfaction discrepancies will be associated
with more D/W polarization.

Participants and procedure. See Study 2.
Measures.
Demand/withdraw behavior (D/W). In Sample 1, we mea-

sured D/W behavior using the Couples Interaction Rating
System-2 (CIRS2; Heavey, Gill, & Christensen, 2002). Trained
coders watched each interaction and rated each partner on 13
behaviors, from 1 (none) to 9 (a lot). Consistent with the CIRS2,
we averaged two items—blame and pressure for change—for the
demand scale, and three items—withdraws, avoidance, and
reverse-coded discussion—for the withdraw scale, adding one
partner’s demand scale to the other’s withdraw scale to compute
D/W (e.g., man demand/woman withdraw � man’s demand �
woman’s withdraw). Equipment failure resulted in loss of D/W
data for one couple. Interrater Cronbach’s alphas were .84 to .91
for demand and .82 to .85 for withdraw, and scale alphas were .78
to .84 for demand and .64 to .83 for withdraw.

In Sample 2, we measured D/W using the Asymmetric Behavior
Coding System (ABCS; Leo, Crenshaw, & Baucom, 2016).
Trained coders rated 22 behaviors on a scale from 1 (absence of
behavior) to 7 (extreme form of behavior). For consistency with
the CIRS2, we limited demand items to the average of blame and
pressure for change and withdraw items to the average of with-
draws and avoidance, which were worded nearly identically to the

Figure 2. Predicted patterns in demand/withdraw or dissatisfaction ratings according to theories of demand/
withdraw behavior. Gender refers to the gender of the demander (e.g., gender � man for man-demand/woman-
withdraw). See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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CIRS2 items (internal reliability data suggests ABCS coders in-
terpreted the discussion item differently from CIRS2 coders, so
this item is omitted from the withdraw scale). Results using the full
ABCS D/W scales are in the online supplemental material. Inter-
rater alphas were .87 for demand and .89 for withdraw, and scale
alphas were .80 for demand and .84 for withdraw.

Topic dissatisfaction ratings. See Study 2.
Analytic plan. All analyses were conducted in Stata 15 (Stata-

Corp, 2017) using multilevel models with restricted maximum
likelihood estimation, where partners and conversations are both
nested within couples. Consistent with past work (e.g., Christensen
& Heavey, 1990), we regressed D/W onto the gender of the
demander for each behavior (e.g., male for man-demand/woman-
withdraw), topic (man’s or woman’s topic), and their interaction,
using the following model: (presented in series of equations for-
mat):

Level 1: D/Wij � �0j � �1j � �GENDERij�

� �2j � �TOPICij� � �3j � �TOPIC � GENDERij� � rij

Level 2: �0j � �00 � �0j; for i � 1 to 3, �ij � �i0

where i represents partners within a couple, j represents couples,
GENDER of the demander is effect-coded (male � �.5; female �
.5), and TOPIC is effect-coded (male topic � �.5; female topic �
.5). To test if results varied according to relative importance
assumption violations, we added dummy-coded assumption status
(assumption met � 0; assumption violated � 1) as an interaction
with all terms. We estimated this model to have at least .8 power
to detect effect sizes of d � .31 or greater.4 Lastly, we used single
predictor regression to test whether differences in dissatisfaction
predicted D/W polarization, which we estimated to have at least .8
power to detect effect sizes of r � .175 for Sample 1 and r � .382
for Sample 2.

Results

Planned analyses. Table A3 displays full results of the model
regressing D/W behavior onto the 3-way interaction between gen-
der, topic, and whether the relative importance assumption was
met for that conversation, plus all lower order terms. As predicted,
the 3-way interaction was significant (B � �2.92, 95% CI
[�4.22, �1.62], p � .001), such that the topic�gender interaction
was significantly smaller and was not significantly different from
zero when the assumption was violated (Met: B � 3.74, p � .001;
Violated: B � .82, p � .129; see Figure 3). These results suggest
that this empirical test for conflict structure is susceptible to
relative importance assumption violations.

Also consistent with predictions, there was a significant gender�

assumption interaction in the man’s topic (B � 1.55, 95% CI [.65,
2.45], p � .001), indicating that D/W polarization during the
man’s topic was significantly smaller and not significantly differ-
ent from zero when the assumption was violated (Met: B � �.91,
p � .001; Violated: B � .64, p � .080). This result suggests that
evidence for D/W polarization during the man’s topic is impacted
by relative importance assumption violations. There was also a
significant gender�assumption interaction in the woman’s topic
(B � �1.37, 95% CI [�2.31, �.43], p � .004), indicating that
D/W polarization during the women’s topics was also significantly
smaller, but nonetheless still present, when the assumption was

violated (Met: B � 2.83, p � .001; Violated: B � 1.46, p � .001).
However, even for conversations meeting the relative importance
assumption, there was significantly more D/W polarization during
the woman’s topic compared with the man’s topic, �2[1] � 24.6,
p � .001, consistent with conflict structure and social structure
theories.

Lastly, as predicted, larger discrepancies between topic chooser
and partner dissatisfaction ratings were associated with signifi-
cantly larger D/W polarization (Sample 1: B � .41, 95% CI [.21,
.60], p � .001; Sample 2: B � .24, 95% CI [.01, .47], p � .039).
These results replicate past work that differences in feelings about
the topic predict D/W polarization (e.g., Holley et al., 2010), are
consistent with conflict structure and social structure, and suggest
that gender differences in D/W in studies using a single conflict
discussion may be confounded by differences in satisfaction with
the topic.

Follow-up: Are there negative consequences to ensuring
relative importance is met? While the above results show that
neglecting relative importance can have negative consequences
when testing within-couple effects, imposing additional restric-
tions on topic selection may itself have undesirable side effects. To
test for these, we emulated topic selection while requiring the
assumption be met (see online supplemental material for procedure
details), addressing four questions: 1) How often is it impossible to
meet the assumption? 2) Does requiring the assumption result in
less important topics? 3) Does the discrepancy between chooser
and partner ratings change? 4) Which scenario (requiring the
assumption vs. not) results in topics that are more equivalent
across gender?

Nine conversations (of 268; 3.4%) in Sample 1 and three (of 96;
3.1%) in Sample 2 could not meet relative importance because one
partner was equally or more dissatisfied about every topic. All
such cases could, however, meet the less strict criterion of allow-
ing an equally rated topic. When the assumption was violated,
selecting a new topic that met the assumption did not result in a
significantly lower-rated topic for the chooser in Sample 1
(B � �0.1, p � .725), but resulted in a topic rated 0.6 points (on
a 1–7 scale) lower on average in Sample 2 (p � .001).

In line with the goal of selecting clearly distinguishable topics,
the discrepancy between chooser and partner ratings was between
1.4 (Sample 2) and 2.9 (Sample 1) points higher when topics that
violated the assumption were replaced with ones that did not (ps �
.001). To test which procedure (requiring the assumption vs. not)
resulted in topics that functioned most similarly across genders, we
tested for associations between gender and chooser dissatisfaction,
partner dissatisfaction, and chooser-partner discrepancy in the full
samples both when the assumption was required and when it was
not. These analyses, the full details of which are in the online

4 For tests of the effects of assumption violations, we estimated power
by adjusting the effective sample size to account for data dependence in

multilevel models using the formula Neffective � N
1��n�1�*	

, in which N

is the total number of observations (532), n is the number of observations
within the couple (4), and � is the level 2 intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC; .195; Diggle et al., 2002). This adjustment resulted in Neffective �
335. This adjustment was not needed for tests of the effect of differences
in dissatisfaction on D/W polarization because the ICC for Sample 1 was
0 (i.e., no group-level dependence), and Sample 2 only had 1 observation
per couple.
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supplemental material, showed that the two procedures both pro-
duced similarly rated topics across genders, but found that requir-
ing the assumption performed marginally better for minimizing
systematic gender differences in topic ratings.

Discussion

Study 3 found that associations between D/W behavior, topic,
and gender significantly varied according to whether or not the
relative importance assumption was met, including all three tests
of conflict structure, indicating that statistical tests of such asso-
ciations may be confounded by assumption violations in studies
that do not ensure the assumption is met. We also found that
gender differences in single-topic studies of D/W behavior may be
confounded by satisfaction with the topic. Requiring the assump-
tion had minimal negative side effects, and there was marginal
evidence it produced slightly greater equivalency of topics across
gender. These results support the importance of attending to the
relative importance assumption.

General Discussion

Behavioral observation of how couples navigate conflict con-
stitutes a major focus of research on intimate relationships, re-
search that informs clinical practice. The present study introduced
the relative importance assumption—the assumption that each
partner is more concerned or dissatisfied with their topic than the
partner is—for tests of within-couple effects in the conflict inter-
action paradigm. The relative importance assumption must be met
in order for the topics to be distinguishable from one another in
studies where each partner selects a topic for discussion, a neces-
sary condition for drawing clear conclusions about topic effects,
gender differences in mixed-gender couples, and other within-
couple effects.

The present investigation found that only one of 10 studies using
the two-topic paradigm ensured relative importance was met, and
it was violated in one third of conversations when not ensured,
suggesting this issue is both overlooked in much of the literature
and is likely to be violated frequently. We also tested the practical

consequences of relative importance assumption violations for
tests of within-couple effects in gender differences in D/W and
found strong evidence that these associations are impacted by
assumption violations. All three key tests of the conflict structure
theory varied significantly—and two of three tests were rendered
nonsignificant—when the assumption was violated. These results
suggest that relative importance assumption violations can obfus-
cate theoretical tests and may lead to incorrect conclusions. We
also found that a common procedure for selecting a single topic
resulted in a topic rated more highly by female partners a majority
of the time, lending support to Heavey et al.’s (1993) supposition
that single-conflict studies “have probably disproportionately ob-
served interactions in which the wife is the person primarily
invested in the discussion” (p. 26).

These results may hold broader implications for the state of
knowledge about the interactions of romantic partners and its
application to clinical practice. For one, research with couples in
which female partners are overall more dissatisfied with the topic
may overestimate gender differences in behavior during relation-
ship interactions. Similarly, couple therapists may overdiagnose
gender-stereotyped behavior or miss other important behavior pat-
terns if issues discussed in therapy are decided upon jointly by the
couple, or when one partner is more dissatisfied with both indi-
vidually raised issues. Even if reflecting actual realities of mixed-
gender relationships—that relationships generally create greater
satisfaction for men than women (e.g., Jacobson, 1983)—research-
ers and clinicians might well attribute findings to gendered differ-
ences in behavior rather than to gendered differences in the struc-
ture of the relationship.

Drivers of Demand/Withdraw Behavior

By restricting analyses only to those conversations meeting the
relative importance assumption, the present studies could test
theories about the drivers of D/W behavior more precisely than
past research and clarify previously inconsistent results. D/W roles
changed depending on whose topic was being discussed, wherein
partners were more dissatisfied, demanded more, and withdrew
less during their own topic compared with their partner and com-

Figure 3. Associations between topic and gender and observed D/W behavior when the relative importance
assumption is met (left panel) and when it is violated (right panel). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals
of the mean. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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pared with their own behavior during the partner’s topic. However,
we also observed greater D/W polarization during women’s topics
compared with men’s, resulting in the “cross�pinch” pattern con-
sistent with both conflict structure and social structure theories.
Additionally, D/W polarization during the man’s topic signifi-
cantly varied by assumption status and was observed for conver-
sations meeting the assumption, but not those that did not meet the
assumption.

We take these results to support the conflict structure and social
structure theories of D/W. Specifically, conflict structure theory
appears differentially applicable to men and women in mixed-
gender relationships: polarization was only present in men’s topics
that met the relative importance assumption while it was broadly
present in women’s topics. These findings suggest women tend to
take on a demanding role in topics they deem important regardless
of whether or not the partner is similarly dissatisfied. However,
men only take on a demanding role when the topic is more
important to them than to their female partner. These findings are
consistent with a wide body of literature detailing women’s ten-
dency to do more emotional work, identify more areas of discon-
tent in relationships, and engage in more relationally schematic
processing than men, and men’s tendency to selectively participate
in a range of relationship maintenance behaviors (e.g., house work,
parenting; Jacobson, 1983). It would be valuable for future re-
search to explore why women and men tend to rate relationship
problems in this way (e.g., motivation, or attributions of respon-
sibility to address the problem) and to identify factors that may
attenuate these differences (e.g., egalitarian gender role identifica-
tion; Markman, Silvern, Clements, & Kraft-Hanak, 1993).

Lastly, these results help explain past inconsistency regarding
D/W polarization during men’s topics. Studies that do not find
significant D/W polarization during men’s topic (B. Baucom et al.,
2010; Heavey et al., 1993) may have a greater number of assump-
tion violations than those that do, masking the effect. It would be
valuable for future work to report the percentage of assumption
violations so that this possibility can be further explored.

Limitations

There are several limitations to the current studies. First, topic-
selection procedures for the two samples were highly similar to
one another and are not necessarily representative of the broader
literature. However, the current samples employed careful topic-
selection procedures in line with Heyman’s (2001) recommenda-
tions, in contrast to many studies in the literature review, so this
difference may actually result in underestimating the rate of as-
sumption violations. Second, it is possible that some studies en-
sured relative importance was met but did not report it, which we
could confirm in two instances by Overall and colleagues (Overall,
Fletcher, Simpson, & Fillo, 2015; Overall, Simpson, & Struthers,
2013), which did not report using procedures ensuring relative
importance, but used the same sample as a study that did (Jay-
amaha et al., 2016). It is possible there are other such cases.

Third, although we do not have reason to believe it is the case,
men and women may rate their dissatisfaction on PAQ items in
different ways. Similarly, partners’ overall feelings about the re-
lationship could have colored how they feel about individual
topics, causing topic ratings to be pulled toward the overall rela-
tionship sentiment. Ample evidence from the current and past

investigations demonstrate that feelings about particular issues
predict behavior in expected ways (e.g., Holley et al., 2010), but
we cannot be sure that equivalent ratings on PAQ topics are truly
indicative of equivalence on the underlying construct. Finally,
although the relative importance assumption still applies to inter-
actions of same gender couples, lack of representation in our
samples limits generalizability to these couples.

Recommendations and Future Directions

We provide several recommendations for choosing topics in
observational research, focusing on studies of conflict, and suggest
reporting standards to make key procedural details explicit and to
facilitate interpretation when results differ across studies. We first
reiterate Heyman’s (2001) four recommendations that researchers
(a) select the topics themselves, (b) narrow down broad topics via
questionnaire or play-by-play interview, (c) standardize and report
task instructions to couples, and (d) control the gender of the topic
chooser by choosing two topics (one for each partner) or keeping
the chooser’s gender constant. Ensuring relative importance would
require one additional step: after tentatively selecting topics
through whichever criteria are used (e.g., each partner’s highest-
rated topic), examine partner ratings for those topics to ensure the
partner did not rate the topic higher; if they did, move on to the
next topic.

The decision of whether to ensure relative importance depends
on a variety of factors. As we have outlined, it is necessary when
the theoretical question relies on distinguishable topics, such as
tests of topic effects (e.g., whose topic is discussed or partner roles
in topics) and tests of variables that differ within a couple (e.g.,
gender differences in mixed-gender couples). In these cases, not
meeting the assumption can result in irreparable and fatal con-
founding of topic with other effects. In contrast, enforcing relative
importance is not necessary when the aim is primarily descriptive
or sociological. For example, a study making descriptive compar-
isons to draw conclusions about how couples tend to behave across
cultures (e.g., Tsai, Levenson, & McCoy, 2006) may want to exert
minimal control over topic selection so interactions are as ecolog-
ically valid as possible. Such studies cannot, however, speak to
within-couple causes or drivers of observed behavior without
ensuring relative importance of topics.

Other cases, such as behavior change over time and tests of
between-couple variables, are less straightforward. When in doubt
about whether to require relative importance, a rule of thumb is to
consider whether a study’s conclusions would change if one part-
ner chose both topics, as this situation parallels the practical
consequence of violating relative importance. Using this logic, we
expect relative importance to be less important for these cases.
However, not ensuring relative importance, or at least controlling
for it, assumes it is not relevant. In these cases—and in general—it
may be beneficial to articulate and test such assumptions. For
example, showing that relative importance is unrelated to the
behavior of interest would provide justification for not ensuring it.
Additionally, if relative importance is not consequential, then it
should not matter much whose topic is discussed; therefore, be-
havior should be highly correlated across topics. If behavior sig-
nificantly varies across topics, that would suggest topic may be
more influential than expected and may need to be accounted for.
Testing assumptions can also allow for exceptions to the general
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rule of ensuring relative importance for tests of within-couple
variables: if neither topic nor its interaction with the focal predictor
are associated with the behavior of interest, then ensuring relative
importance may not be necessary.

Fortunately, it is often possible to maximize multiple goals at
once with minimal added procedural complication, which we
recommend in general. For example, ensuring partners always
discuss their most highly rated topics while meeting relative im-
portance as often as possible requires just two steps: (a) select the
highest-rated topic, and (b) if multiple topics are rated the highest
(a common situation), select one that meets or is as close as
possible to meeting relative importance. Conversely, if meeting
relative importance is the primary goal: select the highest-rated
topic only from among topics meeting the assumption. Finally,
when meeting relative importance is necessary or desired, but
impossible because one partner rates all topics equally or higher
than the other, experimenters can select the topic that is closest to
meeting it. However, for tests that rely on topic distinguishability,
we recommend conducting sensitivity analyses with and without
these couples to determine whether including them changes re-
sults.

Conclusion

The present research demonstrated that observational investiga-
tions of conflict in intimate relationships (a) often choose topics
that are more of interest for one partner than the other, and (b) such
choices can impact the results of those studies. Relationship re-
searchers and couple therapists may miss or overestimate certain
behaviors when observing interactions without placing appropriate
constraints. We recommend investigators carefully choose discus-
sion topics for observational research and couple therapy based on
the underlying goals of the study, articulate and test assumptions of
behavioral tasks, and, unless it can be demonstrated to be unim-
portant, ensure the relative importance assumption for tests of
within-couple variables.
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